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John Locke


Since establishing Locke In Your Success, LLC in 2006, John Locke has emerged as a leader in the stock options trading industry. This professional trader has designed many profitable options trading strategies like the Bull, the Quick and Dirty Broken Wing Butterfly, the Super Bull, the Unbalanced Butterfly 1 & 2, the Bear, the Bull vs. Bear, the M3.4u, the V32, the X4 Trading System which includes the X4V14, X4V17, and the X4V22 trading strategies, the Bearish Butterfly, the M3, the ROCK, and the M21 which are used by traders all around the globe. He shares examples of these trades with the public on TheWinningTrade.com series.




In addition, John has held many amazing live events such as the Trading Triangle Maui, Ultimate Income Trader, Trader Transformation Workshop, and Advanced Position Management & Advance Personal Management or APM2 which he has also recorded to help the trading performance of traders who didn’t have the opportunity to attend live.




Knowing that the current option trading training environment lacked quality, in depth courses on certain topics, he created these fantastic courses to fill a need in the industry, the Broken Wing Butterfly Master course, How To Best Utilize Calendar Spreads and the Master Class Series.




Growing up in a family of teachers, it is natural for John to be able to deliver a message with clarity and be understood.  Sometimes, the receiver does not understand the concepts the first time around.  So John has an amazing ability to rephrase until the concepts became clear to the receiver.  He truly is an exceptional educator and he shares his knowledge every day supporting his students with live webinars and through questions he receives from members of the Locke Options Community.




In John’s pursuit to become an expert in the psychology of trading and help improve people’s lives, he has achieved certifications in many self improvement sciences including Life Coaching, Master Practitioner of Neuro-Linguistic Programming, Transformational Leadership, Eriksonian Hypnosis, Transformational Coaching, Strategic Intervention Coach, and Covert Hypnosis.
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John has used all the tools in his toolbox to build his “Trading Triangle” system, to get you outstanding results!  Contact him today at john@lockeinyoursuccess.com for a free 20-minute initial consultation or if you would like to purchase one-on-one coaching sessions, please click the buttons below:




	 Membership 	 One Session 	  Five Sessions 
	 Basic 	  $625.00  	  $2,995.00 
	 10% off 	  $563.00	 $2,696.00
	 20% off 	  $500.00	 $2,396.00





See what John’s customers are saying…




Working with John has helped immensely in my development as a trader. He has deep knowledge of options concepts and strategies as well as great comprehension of the challenges any retail trader will face in these volatile markets. His trade planning methodology is detailed and extremely well thought out. I have really benefited from working with him on becoming a more knowledgeable and well rounded trader.




-Erik in MA









I have been investing in stocks and options since the early 90’s. During that time, I have had some large winners but also some large losers. Over the years, I also traveled to Chicago and Atlanta to attend trading seminars. At the end of the day, I was not achieving the financial results I was looking for.




John has helped me with trading concepts, choosing the right trading style and developing a trading plan, technical analysis and goal setting.




Although still learning, for the first time in my investing career I feel confident about trading and have realized consistent and additional monthly income. I can honestly say that my results over the past year would not have been possible without John.




-Matt from MA









Over the past 4 years I have been trading and as every beginner I ran around in circles wasting time and money, I had all the desire but what I felt I was really getting nowhere. It was like a light going on when I found John and his style of trading options, it has been the key to opening the door for my success and financial future




-Chris from Australia









I have been trading options for 10 years. Never successful. Being to local trading seminar and Las Vegas. Never successful. A lot of information was given but the how to is still lacking for individual trader. Nobody to blame except myself. Then found John.




He is my plug to my leaking account. Thanks John. Without you I would have given up trading totally after preserve for 10 years and losing lots of money.




-Ben from Singapore









His strategies work because he has such a good innate feel for the multi-dimensional interplay of price, volatility, and the Greeks. John has the ability to take something very complex and make it accessible to the less experienced trader. John also works extensively with the all-important “soft factors” of psychology, emotions, and discipline




-Phil









John is an innovator who has helped my trading immensely.
I have found his methods and philosophies about trading to be life-changing.
Since working with him, for the first time in my life, after years of trying, I have become a profitable trader.




-Troy









 Watch the about the first four minutes of this presentation from Investor Inspiration to hear about John’s options trading journey from auto mechanic to top trader on a professional trading desk. 
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